**Synopsis**

Cam Jansen's photographic memory is put to the test when Annie's tooth falls out and disappears! Cam has a picture in her head of everything she sees. But does she have the picture she needs to solve the mystery of the lost tooth?
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**Customer Reviews**

My 7-year-old daughter and I read this book together. She loved it! Cam - short for Camera, because of her photographic memory - helps her friends solve mysteries. In this case it was a lost tooth. This book has 5 easy-to-read chapters. The story moves along nicely from chapter to chapter, and my daughter did not want to stop until we had read the whole book. She was able to follow the story line as we read and could anticipate what was going to happen. Words were sometimes challenging but overall, an easy read. We will definitely look for more Cam Jansen books to read!

My 3-year old loves the pictures and the story line, and knows just when to say "Click!" along with Cam. We have most of the Young Cam Jansen paperbacks and recommend them unreservedly for other read-along parents, especially parents of young girls. Less-than-ideal personalities, personal
conflicts and misunderstandings are all presented, WITH good resolutions, character modeling, and handling of sticky situations. The main character is a self-confident, intelligent girl thinker and investigator, with a boy as her best friend. Not exactly typical, and not for ultraconservative parents who think that only boys should use their minds and have adventures. One particularly nice aspect is that most of the stories take place outside of a public-school setting, recognizing that most discovery and meaningful social interactions take place outside of that institution -- a point not lost on homeschooling-minded parents. This particular story is set in the Art class, where creativity and fun are the dominant theme, not the lesser aspects of the typical public school experience. Get and read the Young Cam Jansen series!...

Young Cam Jansen is a great series for young kids learning to read. Very fun with creative content anyone can appreciate. No worries about questionable content for your young reader. My kindergartener loves them.

You have to love Cam Jansen. When you’re a kid, you read all of these stories about magic powers, mystery, and adventure. But everyone tells you magic can’t exist. Cam Jansen manages to solve every case without the use of magic... she’s a real girl. That’s what makes her special and what makes you want to read more and more. Cam Jansen is a real kid superhero, and the thought that a person like her could actually exist... makes her the best kid detective ever!
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